
August  05, 2017

DEBASIS PATI
Letter of Intent (LOI)

Centurion Institute of Technology, Bhubaneswar
Gajapati

Dear DEBASIS PATI,

We are pleased to inform you that you have successfully cleared the Campus
preselection process and have been provisionally shortlisted for employment
as "Graduate Engineer Trainee"subject to the conditions below.

As the next step, you will undergo 'Segue' our industry readiness program covering a
foundation course on Soft skills and technical skills and one of the Centers of Excellence
training programs on Digital, Fullstack, Automation, AI , ML, Analytics, PEGA and Cloud.

You agree to join Hexaware after successful completion of the program as per specified
company guidelines and not participate in any other selection process of another
company.

Upon Joining Hexaware, in the training period you will be entitled to the
remunerations indicated below as per the role:

1.
Graduate Engineer Trainee - Your will receive a Stipend of Rs.15000/-pm for a
period of 6 months and on successful completion you will be paid a salary of
Rs.4.00 Lac per annum. You are required to sign a service agreement for a
period of 2 years upon joining Hexaware. You will receive a formal letter of
appointment (on probation basis) with all the terms and conditions post joining



the organization.

You will, at all times, will observe secrecy and confidentiality in respect of any technical,
trade or business data or any other information that might come to your knowledge or
possession and which, according to the company, are necessarily confidential and form
valuable property of the company and not made available to the trade. Further, you will
not disclose such data or information without written consent from the company to
anyone other than the companys officials who are authorized to receive the same. Even
after you have ceased to be in the training, the confidentiality obligations shall be
perpetual and binding on you and you shall not disclose them to anyone.

As a token of your acceptance that you have read and understood this Letter of Intent,
please send in your confirmation to campusconnect@hexaware.com confirming your
acceptance to joining Hexaware. You shall sign the Non- Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
upon direction and shall abide by the terms and conditions mentioned therein.

Yours faithfully,
For HEXAWARE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

Monica Mathur
Vice President, Recruitment-India & APAC


